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The Circle of Fifths in Russian Non-Tonal Music: 
A Case Study of Selected Works by Roslavets and 

Stravinsky

Russian	music	theorists	used	the	triad	and	the	traditional	circle	of	fifths	to	describe	the	non-
tonal	music	of	twentieth-century	Russian	composers.	While	the	triad	plays	an	important	role	
in	non-tonal	Russian	music,	the	circle	of	fifths	remains	an	important	compositional	roadmap	
for	non-triadic	music.	The	article	uses	Aleksey	Ogolevets’s	discussion	of	the	line	of	fifths	as	
a	point	of	departure.	By	using	the	non-tonal	works	of	Nicolai	Roslavets	and	Igor	Stravinsky,	
the	author	shows	that	 the	perfect	fifth	 is	an	 important	staple	defining	 the	music	of	 these	
composers,	offering	a	new	way	to	reconsider	and	reevaluate	the	music	of	twentieth-century	
Russian	composers.

In the first half of the twentieth century, Russian music scholars believed that the real future 
of modern music relied on the continuation of the principles set forth in the common 
practice era.1 The traditional circle of fifths and the triad played an important role in 
understanding the music of Russian composers, including Prokofiev and Shostakovich, 
among others.2 This approach helped Russian scholars validate the development of 
twentieth-century Russian music. Consequently, any contextual non-tonal relationships, 
especially those not having an origin in the circle of fifths or the triad, did not yield any 
progress in modern music, but rather helped facilitate its demise.3 

1	 See	Victor	Belyayev,	‘Mekhanika	ili	Logika?’	[Mechanism	or	Logic?],	K Novym Beregam	(1923),	vol.	3,	21-30;	

Aleksey	Ogolevets,	Osnovy Garmonicheskogo Yazyka	 [The	Fundamentals	of	Harmonic	Language],	Moscow-

Leningrad:	 Gosudarstvennoe	 muzykal'noe	 izdatel'stvo,	 1941;	 and	 Nicolai	 Roslavets,	 ‘Novaia	 sistema	

organizatsii	zvuka	i	novye	metody	prepodavaniia	teorii	kompozitsii:	Tezisi	doklada’	[The	New	System	of	Tone	

Organization	and	New	Methods	of	Teaching	the	Theory	of	Composition:	Theses	of	Lectures],	unpublished	

lecture	given	at	the	Stravinsky	Musico-Vocal	courses	in	Moscow,	1927.	Some	of	the	above	sources	are	discussed	

in:	Yuri	Kholopov,	‘Problema	Novoi	Tonal’nosti	v	Russkom	i	Sovetskom	Teoreticheskom	Muzykoznanii’	[The	

Problem	of	New	Tonality	in	Russian	and	Soviet	Music	Theory],	in	Voprosy Metodologii Sovetskogo Muzykoznanii 

[Questions	of	Soviet	Musical	Methodology],	ed.	A.	I.	Kandinskii,	Moskva:	Moskovskaia	gos.	konservatoriia	

im.	P.I.	Chaikovskogo,	1981,	100-126.	

2	 See	Ogolevets,	Osnovy Garmonicheskogo Yazyka,	341-352,	705-727;	Alexander	Dolzhansky,	‘O	Ladovoy	Osnove	

Sochinenii	Shostakovicha’	[On	Modal	Premise	in	the	Works	of	Shostakovich],	Sovetskaya Muzyka	4	(1947),	

65-74	(reprinted	in	Cherty Stilya D. Shostakovicha	[Stylistic	Characteristics	in	(the	Music	of)	D.	Shostakovich],	

ed.	Lev	Mazel',	Moscow:	Soveremennii	Kompozitor,	1962,	24-42);	and	Miroslav	Skorik, Ladovaya Sistema S. 

Prokofieva	[S.	Prokofiev’s	Modal	System],	Kiev:	Muzichka	Ukraina,	1969.	

3	 Belyayev	 claimed	 that	because	Schoenberg’s	music	 relied	on	contextual	 relationships,	his	music	did	not	

have	any	future;	see	Belyayev,	‘Mekhanika’.	Belyayev’s	view	was	widely	shared	by	Russian	music	scholars	that	

later	included	Skorik’s	work	on	the	music	of	Prokofiev;	see	Miroslav	Skorik,	Ladovaya Sistema;	and	Grigoriy	

Shneyerson,	O muzyke zhivoy i mertvoy	[On	Music	Living	and	Dead],	Moscow:	Sovetskiy	Kompozitor,	1960.	
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The current essay introduces previously untranslated portions of Soviet music theorist 
Aleksey Ogolevets’s tome on harmony, in particular the importance of the triad and the 
line of perfect fifths.4 The first section of my essay briefly discusses Ogolevets’s theory 
and the second section shows my analytical approaches to the music of two Russian 
contemporaries – Nicolai Roslavets (1881-1944) and Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971). The 
essay shows that while these composers disposed of both functional and triadic music 
(Roslavets’s music from the 1910s to 1920s, and Stravinsky’s music after 1950), the circle 
of fifths (as well as the interval of a perfect fifth) remained an important building block 
in their music. 

Ogolevets and The Line of Perfect Fifths
In his chapter entitled ‘Modes of the twelve-tone system’ [Lady 12-zvuchnoi sistemy], 
Aleksey Ogolevets extends his discussion of the line of fifths (or circle of fifths) in tonal 
music to that of non-tonal music.5 Example 1 shows Ogolevets’s line of fifths, where ‘do’ 
is designated with 1β, for it begins the leftward ‘flat’ side on the line of fifths, and ‘sol’ is 
designated with 1α, for it begins the rightward ‘sharp’ side on the line of fifths.6 With these 
numerical designations, Ogolevets is also able to show symmetrical relationships among 
his pitch classes. 

Example 1
Ogolevets’s	line	of	perfect	fifths,	with	α indicating	collections	with	sharp	signs	and	β	indicating	
collections	with	flat	signs	(this	includes	C).

Example 2 shows Ogolevets’s line of fifths with boxed pitches do-reb-fa# -sol. The 
inversionally symmetrical feature of this tetrachordal collection is clearly reflected by 
Ogolevets’s α and β designations, 6β-1β-1α-6α. The complementary partners (shown by 
my slur marks) share the same Arabic numerals: ‘do’ and ‘sol’ (1β and 1α), and ‘reb’ and ‘fa#’ 
(6β and 6α). Moreover, to further reinforce the importance of major and minor quality 
within a given collection of pitches (similar to the one in Example 2), Ogolevets adds a 
third to the collection. Example 3 shows the pitch classes of the collection from Example 
2 and adds ‘mi’ and ‘mib’ contributing a ‘major’ or a ‘minor’ quality to the collection. This 
allows Ogolevets to extract ‘do’-major triads and ‘do’-minor triads.7 This classification, 
of course, solely relies on the triad, which is used as a building block for each collection 
– do-mi-sol and do-mib-sol are clearly considered the main pitches that give a kind of a 

4	 Ogolevets	 was	 also	 a	 music	 historian,	 pianist,	 and	 instrument	 maker.	 His	 major	 contribution	 was	 his	

construction	of	a	harmonium	that	used	a	17-note	system,	which	he	discussed	 in	Osnovy.	See	 Igor	Belza,	

‘Aleksey	Stepanovich	Ogolevets’,	Grove Music Online,	accessed	22	December	2012.

5	 See	Ogolevets,	Osnovy,	705-727.

6	 Throughout	the	chapter,	Ogolevets	freely	interchanges	the	line	of	fifths	with	the	line	of	fourths,	so	that	the	α	

and	β	switch	their	place	on	the	line.	This,	of	course,	does	not	change	the	premise	of	his	argument.	For	more	

on	the	line	of	fifths	see	also	David	Temperley,	‘The	Line	of	Fifths’,	Music Analysis	19/3	(2000),	289-319;	Inessa	

Bazayev,	‘Composing	with	Circles,	Spirals,	and	Lines	of	Fifths:	Harmony	and	Voice-Leading	in	the	Music	of	

Nicolai	Roslavets’,	PhD	dissertation,	The	Graduate	Center,	City	University	of	New	York,	2009;	and	Bazayev,	

‘Triple	Sharps,	Qnt	Relations,	and	Symmetries:	Orthography	in	the	Music	of	Nicolai	Roslavets’,	Music Theory 

Spectrum	35/1	(2013),	111-131.

7	 See	Ogolevets,	Osnovy,	711.
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‘major’ and a ‘minor’ sound to each collection.8 Thus, the triad is an important building 
block of Ogolevets’s theory and continues to determine the quality of a collection without 
any functional tonality. 

Example 2
Symmetrical	relationship	among	α	and	β	pitch	classes	of	inversionally	symmetrical	set	[C,	Db ,	F# ,	
G]	as	do-reb -fa# -sol	or	6β-1β-1α-6α	reflected	on	the	line	of	fifths.

Example 3
Ogolevets’s	classification	of	‘major’	and	‘minor’	collections	based	on	the	triad.

My current study extends Ogolevets’s concept of a line of fifths to the non-tonal music 
of Nicolai Roslavets and Igor Stravinsky. I focus on repertoire that uses the interval of 
a perfect fifth in a prominent manner both harmonically and motivically. Further, I 
address the issue raised in Example 2: the third does not need to determine the quality of 
a collection, but rather, it is the interval of a perfect fifth – namely, the circle of fifths – that 
stays prominent in non-tonal music of Russian twentieth-century composers. While both 
Roslavets and Stravinsky dispose of triads in their non-tonal compositions, their music 
stays deeply rooted in the circle of fifths. Roslavets uses the circle as a traveling map for 
transposition of his diatonic collections, and Stravinsky uses it motivically to extract his 
trichordal and tetrachordal collections.

The Circle of Fifths in Nicolai Roslavets’s Works 
The Nocturne Quintet (1913) and Sonata No. 1 for Viola and Piano (1926) are early works 
by Nicolai Roslavets that use the circle of fifths as a compositional traveling map on which 
diatonic collections begin and end their voyages.9 I identify the members of each diatonic 
collection (sc 7-35) by the number of their accidentals. For convenience, I use Ogolevets’s 
nomenclature: all the diatonic collections with sharp signs will be identified by α (e.g., a 
5-sharp collection will be labeled as ‘5α’), and all the diatonic collections with flat signs 
will be identified by β (e.g., a 5-flat collection will be labeled as ‘5β’). In order to avoid 
confusion with the zero sharp/flat collection (i.e., ‘do’ or C), I will designate it simply with 
a ‘0’. Enharmonically equivalent collections are indicated with both α and β designations 
(see Example 4). 

8	 Ogolevets	then	proceeds	on	giving	a	table	of	classification	of	four	different	types	of	families	of	mode	that	he	

labels	with	varying	degrees	of	‘major-ness’	and	‘minor-ness;’	see	Ogolevets,	Osnovy,	726-727.	Because	this	

table	is	outside	of	the	scope	of	the	current	study,	I	will	not	discuss	it	in	detail	here.

9	 The	present	study	only	considers	Roslavets’s	two	non-tonal	experimental	works,	which	are	not	to	be	confused	

with	his	mature	works	that	deal	with	synthetic	chords.	For	more	on	analytical	approaches	on	the	latter,	see	

Bazayev,	‘Triple	Sharps’.

Major:	 do	 -		 re	b	 -	 mi	 -	 fa#	 -	 sol
Minor:	 do	 -		 re	b	 -	 mi	b	 -	 fa#	 -	 sol
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Example 4
The	circle	of	fifths	with	α	indicating	‘sharp’	collections	and	β	indicating	‘flat’	collections.

Both works begin and end with the same collection, acting like a ‘tonic’ for each piece. 
Example 5 shows an annotated score of the opening section from the Nocturne Quintet. 
In Example 6 these collections are shown on the circle of fifths, where the path begins at 
the upper right side of the circle at the 1α collection (‘tonic’) and continues moving to 
the left until it reaches the 2β collection. Further, in Example 6 the distance between the 
contiguous collections is measured with Qnt or quints, where Q indicates a perfect fifth 
and the ‘n’ subscript indicates the numbers of fifths the collection has traveled; positive 
and negative signs are used to indicate the direction of the progression where negative 
indicates a counter-clockwise move (towards the flat side or leftward movement) and 
positive indicates a clockwise move (towards the sharp side or rightward movement) on 
the circle.10 The motion is calculated on two levels: subsidiary moves and total-distance 
traveled (indicated by the absolute value). In Example 6 these movements are calculated 
as follows: (1) there are three subsidiary motions shown by three leftward arrows of Q-1; 
and (2) their total distance of absolute value of |Q3| indicated by a single large double-
noded dashed line. 
 Roslavets’s compositional practice of transposing collections by perfect fifths in his 
non-tonal music is also evident in the Sonata for Viola and Piano (1926).11 Example 7 shows 
an annotated score of mm. 1-9 from the Sonata.12 Example 8 projects these collections on 
the circle of fifths. The transpositional quint path in Example 8 is reminiscent of the 
opening measures from the Nocturne Quintet (Example 6) but in reverse order. While the 

10	 Ibid.	

11	 According	 to	 the	 musicologist	 Marina	 Lobanova	 (who	 also	 wrote	 a	 brief	 foreword	 to	 the	 Schott	 1990	

publication	of	Roslavets’s	works),	Sonata	No.	1	has	a	complicated	history:	Roslavets	had	begun	to	work	on	

a	Sonata	for	Viola	and	Piano	in	the	early	1910s;	however,	it	was	neither	completed	nor	published.	He	had	

subsequently	begun	to	work	on	a	second	Sonata	for	Viola	and	Piano,	which	he	published	in	1926.	Since	the	

uncompleted	version	was	never	published,	Lobanova	labels	the	Sonata	under	study	at	present,	as	Sonata	

No.	1	for	Viola	and	Piano.	Because	of	its	experimental	compositional	practice	Sonata	No.	1	must	be	included	

within	his	early	works,	for	it	is	clear	that	it	contains	elements	of	the	Nocturne Quintet	(i.e.,	diatonic	collections	

traveling	along	the	circle	of	fifths).	

12	 Throughout	Roslavets’s	oeuvre	the	absent	pitches	from	a	given	collection	must	be	assumed	to	exist	without	

an	accidental.	For	instance,	the	2β	collection	is	missing	pitch	class	A	altogether,	and	following	our	principle,	

it	must	be	assumed	to	be	an	A-natural.	Throughout	the	essay	the	same	principle	applies	to	other	passages	

of	Roslavets’s	works.	
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Nocturne Quintet begins on the sharp side of the circle (1α collection) and moves to the 
flat side of the circle (2β collection), the Sonata preserves the same total distance of |Q3|, 
but the path of the diatonic collections is reversed – in Example 8 it begins on the flat side 
of the circle (2β collection) and moves to the sharp side of the circle (1α collection) by 
three subsidiary movements of Q+1. (The brief movement to the 3β collection in mm. 4-5 
acts as a neighboring motion to the 2β collection.) Neither piece simultaneously mixes 
sharps and flats – i.e., all the notes in each annotated score belong to the labeled collection 
without any dissonant pitches.  

©

Oboe

Viola I

Viola II

Cello

Harp

Andante sostenuto

"Tonic"
1α 0 1β 2β

Andante sostenuto

Example 6 
Collections	on	the	circle	of	fifths	from	Roslavets’s	Nocturne Quintet,	mm.	1-8.

Example 5
Annotated	score	of	the	opening	from	Roslavets’s	Nocturne Quintet,	mm.	1-8	(1913).
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Allegretto moderato

Vla.

Pno.

"Dominant"
2β

p

p

simile

β3

2β

1β

dolce

mf

0

simile

1α

Example 7
Annotated	score	of	mm.	1-9	of	Roslavets’s	Sonata	No.	1	for	Viola	and	Piano	(1926).	
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The importance of the circle of fifths is further enhanced in the subsequent sections of 
the Nocturne Quintet.13 The B section of the piece is not only texturally and thematically 
related to the opening, but it begins with 2α collection (mm. 25-30) serving as a kind of 
a ‘dominant’ area to the opening. This ‘dominant’ role of 2α collection is not accidental. 
In his 1927 lecture Roslavets stressed the importance of the ‘tonic-dominant’ relationship 
among his collections: ‘The simplest transpositions of it [pitch collection] a 5th higher and 
lower produce a formula similar to classical tonality: tonic – dominant – subdominant.’14 
This further underlines Roslavets’s compositional approach, where he is explicitly bridging 
elements of tonality (i.e., the circle of fifths) within his new non-tonal compositional system. 
The transpositional quint distances among the diatonic collections create a strong bond 
unifying them along the circle of fifths. Thus, the 2α collection in the second sub-section of 
the piece acts like a ‘dominant’ to the opening collection, 1α collection (the ‘tonic’). 
 Finally, the B section of the Nocturne Quintet is crucial in understanding Roslavets’ 
‘circular’ compositional approach. Example 9 shows an annotated score of mm. 76-80, the 
climactic section of the piece. At a first glance it appears as if m. 76 and m. 77 are projecting 
different collections; however, they are enharmonically equivalent. The 9β collection occurs 
at the climactic point of the piece, where the dynamics (i.e., forte) coupled with the dramatic 
ascending arpeggio in the harp (mm. 76-77.1) coincide with the 3α collection in the upper four 
instruments. This is the most unique instance in the whole piece: the 9β collection becomes 
an enharmonic pivot to the 3α collection showing an example of an enharmonic shift (see the 
dotted box in Example 9). Example 10 shows this progression on the circle of fifths.

Roslavets’s compositional approach clearly displays Russian theoretical thinking: the 
circle of fifths is used as a crucial element linking elements of tonal music to those of non-
tonal music.15 In the absence of functional tonality, Roslavets’s music uses the circle of  
 
 

13	 The	 Nocturne Quintet	 is	 in	 large	 ABA	 form,	 with	 mm.	 1-65	 comprising	 the	 A	 section,	 mm.	 66-101	 the	 B	

section,	and	mm.	102-115	the	concluding	A	section.

14	 Nicolai	Roslavets,	‘Novaia	sistema	organizatsii	zvuka	i	novye	metody	prepodavaniia	teorii	kompozitsii:	Tezisi	

doklada’	[The	New	System	of	Tonal	Organization	and	New	Methods	of	Teaching	the	Theory	of	Composition:	

Theses	of	Lectures],	1927.	A	lecture	given	at	the	Stravinsky	Musico-Vocal	courses	in	Moscow	[unpublished].	

15	 For	examples	of	Roslavets’s	pieces	that	explore	the	line	of	fifths	and	extreme	orthography	(i.e.,	triple	sharps),	

see	Bazayev,	‘Triple	Sharps’.

Example 8
Measures	1-9	on	the	circle	of	fifths,	Roslavets’s	Sonata	No.	1.
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fifths as a roadmap connecting collections that are merely reminiscent of tonic-dominant 
relationships.16 

16	 For	further	discussion	on	the	role	of	perfect	fifths	in	Roslavets’	other	works,	see	Bazayev,	‘Composing	with	

Circles’.	
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Example 9
Annotated	score	of	the	climax	from	Roslavets’s	Nocturne Quintet.
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The Circle of Fifths in Igor Stravinsky’s Works 
While much of Stravinsky’s music (from Russian through serial periods) features 
motivic projections of the interval of a perfect fifth (and a perfect fourth) on the musical 
surface, some of his works use the circle of fifths on a deeper motivic level.17 Composed 
in 1953, Igor Stravinsky’s Three Songs from William Shakespeare bridges the composer’s 
neoclassical and serial periods. Theorists have discussed the symmetrical arrangement of 
diatonic melodies in the songs, but none has previously analyzed these songs in relation 
to the circle of fifths.18 Similar to Roslavets’s approach, the circle of fifths in Stravinsky’s 
music is used as a compositional map in non-tonal discourse. However, unlike Roslavets, 
in Stravinsky’s works pitch classes are combined along the circle of fifths to form different 
motives. In particular, by using two motives – members of sc(0257) and sc(0167) – within 
non-tonal idiom Stravinsky extends gestures of tonality on which these motives unite. 
My discussion will primarily focus on ‘Full Fadom Five’ and ‘When Daisies Pied’, to show 
these striking motives and their relationships.19

 The two main motives in these two songs are members of sc(0257) and sc(0167), and 
they share an important characteristic. Both are formed by combining two perfect fifths: 
sc(0257) is formed by two perfect fifths separated by a whole tone, and sc(0167) is formed 
by two perfect fifths separated by a tritone. Example 11 shows the circle of fifths, where 

17	 On	the	importance	of	the	perfect	fifth	in	the	music	of	Stravinsky,	see	Joseph	N.	Straus,	‘Harmony	and	Voice	

Leading	in	the	Music	of	Stravinsky’,	paper	presented	at	the	annual	meeting	of	the	Society	for	Music	Theory	

on	2	November	2012,	New	Orleans,	Louisiana.

18	 See	Joseph	N.	Straus,	Stravinsky’s Late Music,	Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2001,	54-58,	122-124;	

also,	 see	 David	 Carson	 Berry,	 ‘The	 Roles	 of	 Invariance	 and	 Analogy	 in	 the	 Linear	 Design	 of	 Stravinsky’s	

“Musick	to	Heare”’,	Gamut	1/1	(2008),	1-57;	and	Rokus	de	Groot,	‘Stravinsky’s	“Musick	to	heare”:	A	Study	in	

Unity	and	Singleness’,	Dutch Journal of Music Theory,	16/1	(2011),	27-38.	With	the	exception	of	the	last	of	these	

sources,	theorists	have	generally	refrained	from	discussion	of	text-music	relations	in	these	songs,	perhaps	

because	Stravinsky	himself	seems	to	have	been	more	interested	in	phonetic	sounds	than	in	meanings	of	

words.	This	study	is	confined	to	an	analysis	of	pitch	relationships.

19	 Because	the	focus	is	on	the	two	motives,	I	will	refrain	from	discussing	the	diatonic	melodies	in	‘Musick	to	

Heare’	and	‘When	Daisies	Pied’.	For	a	detailed	analysis	of	these	melodies,	see	Straus,	Stravinsky’s Late Music,	

54-58;	and	Inessa	Bazayev,	‘Chromatic	Harmony	and	Symmetrical	Relations	in	Stravinsky’s	“When	Daisies	

Pied”	 from	 Three Shakespeare Songs	 (1953)’,	 paper	 presented	 at	 the	 12th	 International	 Conference	 of	 the	

Dutch-Flemish	Society	for	Music	Theory,	Conservatory	of	Amsterdam,	13	March	2010.

Example 10 
The	climax	from	Roslavets’s	Nocturne Quintet on	the	circle	of	fifths.
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every contiguous tetrachord along the circle forms a member of sc(0257).20 The circle 
maintains the same premise as the previous examples; however, instead of having each 
point on the circle projecting a diatonic collection, we are projecting twelve overlapping 
members of sc(0257). (In this essay, the angle brackets will always indicate the sets in 
their perfect-fifth ordering.) Further, each contiguous tetrachordal set shares three pitch 
classes (hence forth, pcs), thus facilitating smooth voice leading between them. Just as 
these sets have a common origin in the circle of fifths, motion between these sets often 
occurs at the interval of one perfect fifth. Consider the opening and the closing phrase 
from ‘When Daisies Pied’ in Example 12.21 

20	 For	convenience,	in	the	examples	that	follow,	in	addition	to	the	all	of	the	α	and	β	designations	along	the	circle	

of	fifths,	I	have	also	included	letter	designations	of	pitches	classes	(i.e.,	C,	D,	etc.).

21	 The	Db4	in	the	clarinet	part	is	an	incomplete	lower	neighbor	note,	and	it	is	not	part	of	the	set.

Example 11 
Members	of	sc(0257)	on	the	circle	of	fifths	formed	as	contiguous,	overlapping	sets	indicated	by	slurs.

Example 12 
Sc(0257)	 as	 a	 ‘dominant’	 and	 ‘tonic’	 in	 Stravinsky’s	 ‘When	 Daisies	 Pied’;	 (a)	 the	 ‘dominant’	
opening.

   = 92

Voice

Flute

Clarinet
(sounds as

written)

Viola

Set 4β < A , E , B , F>

When Da sies- pied, and Vio lets- blew

marcato{

pizz.

non 

arco

harm. come sopra
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These motivic gestures show a |Q1|relationship: while the opening pcs project set 4β <Ab , 
Eb , Bb , F>, the codetta projects the same motive a perfect fifth lower, or set 5β <Db , Ab , Eb , 
Bb>. In this non-tonal idiom, we can think of the opening and closing tetachords as non-
tonal auxiliary cadence: where set 4β is the ‘dominant’ and set 5β is the ‘tonic.’ This ‘tonic’ 
not only concludes the song but it also concludes the song cycle. Example 13 shows this 
relation on the circle of fifths.22 Thus, similar to Roslavets’s approach, where functional 

22	 Due	to	the	vertical	and	horizontal	projections	of	sets	in	the	pieces	within	this	song	cycle,	I	will	refrain	from	

showing	directional	Qnt	distances	(i.e.,	directed	arrows).	Instead,	all	the	distances	among	the	sets	will	be	

shown	in	absolute	Qnt	values.	

Example 13
Perfect-fifth	relation	between	set	4β	<Ab ,	Eb ,	Bb ,	F>	(‘dominant’)	and	set	5β	<Db ,
Ab ,	Eb ,	Bb>	(‘tonic’)	in	Stravinsky’s	‘When	Daisies	Pied’.

Example 12 (continued)
Sc(0257)	as	a	‘dominant’	and	‘tonic’	in	Stravinsky’s	‘When	Daisies	Pied’;	(b)	the	‘tonic’	codetta.

49

Fl.

Cl.

51

Set 5β <D , A , E , B >

sub. 
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tonality is absent, in ‘When Daisies Pied’ sets 4β and 5β not only have an origin in the 
circle of fifths but they are also related to one another by a distance of one perfect fifth, 
or |Q1|. 
 Analogous to its superset, sc(027) is formed by contiguous perfect fifths on the circle 
of fifths, so that each superset has two members of subset sc(027) embedded within it. 
Example 14 shows the circle of fifths and |Q1| relationship among all three subsets in the 
first and third phrases from ‘When Daisies Pied’. These passages consist of two subsets 
of set 4β <Ab , Eb , Bb> and <Eb , Bb , F>, and a subset of set 5β <Db , Ab , Eb>. The unity of 
the passage is assured by the smooth voice leading among the subsets that is achieved by 
common tones: the two subsets of set 4β <Ab , Eb , Bb> and <Eb , Bb , F> share two common 
tones (i.e., pcs Eb and Bb), and subset 5β <Db , Ab , Eb> shares two common tones with 
subset 4β <Ab , Eb , Bb> (i.e., pcs Ab , and Eb). Further, similar to the relationship between 
the first and final sonorities of the song, a |Q1| relationship also defines the trichordal 
subsets in its opening measures. These trichords are subsets of the same members of 
sc(0257), a perfect fifth apart – set 4β and set 5β (<Ab , Eb , Bb , F> and <Db , Ab , Eb , Bb>). 
Example 15 shows an annotated score of all the horizontal and vertical projections of the 
subset sc(027) in phrase 1 and phrase 3. Once again, within this non-tonal discourse fifth-
related motives help unite trichordal subsets through common tones. 

As in ‘When Daisies Pied’, the second song ‘Full Fadom Five’ features an accompaniment 
that is based on motives built along the circle of fifths. In this song trichords, not 
tetrachords, are important harmonic and melodic building blocks. Example 16 projects 
the trichords from m. 1 on the circle of fifths, and Example 17 shows an annotated score of 
the passage. Since tetrachordal superset sc(0257) does not play a central role in this song, I 
refrain from calling sc(027) as its subset. Rather, these trichordal sets are their own entities. 
In this short one-measure introduction there are five distinct projections of sc(027), as 
trichordal sets 2β, 3β, 4β, 5β, and 7β. The circle of fifths operates as a traveling map 
for these trichords, and orthography carefully maintains the perfect-fifth construction 
of these sets (i.e., enharmonic spellings are avoided to preserve the underlying motion 

Example 14 
Subsets	 of	 set	 4β,	 <Ab ,	 Eb ,	 Bb>	 and	 <Eb ,	 Bb ,	 F>,	 and	 subset	 of	 set	 5β,	 <Db ,	 Ab ,	 Eb>	 from	
Stravinsky’s	‘When	Daisies	Pied’.
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of perfect fifths). Similar to the previous quint motions traveled by these motives, the 
motion of |Q1| plays a central role in the passage, and the unity of the passage is once 
again assured through the fifth-related sets and common tones.23 
	 While sc(0257) was formed by joining contiguous pitch classes on the circle of fifths, 
sc(0167) is constructed from two pairs of contiguous perfect fifths separated by a tritone. 
Example 18 shows projections of members of sc(0167) on the circle of fifths, forming six 
distinct members (shown as the endpoints of rectangles).24 The bold-faced rectangles (sets 
4β and 5β) show the members of sc(0167) used in ‘When Daisies Pied’. Further, in Example 
18, the members of sc(0167) – set 4β [Ab , A, D, Eb], set 3β [Eb , E, A, Bb], and set 5β [Db , D, 
G, Ab] – share four common tones (pcs Ab , Eb , Bb , and Db) with the members of sc(0257), 

23	 With	the	exception	of	sets	4β	and	7β,	which	do	not	share	common	tones	with	one	another,	each	contiguous	

member	of	sc(027)	on	the	circle	of	fifths	shares	a	common	tone.	Also,	in	the	conclusion	of	the	song	(at	R4),	

sets	2β,	3β,	and	5β	return.

24	 The	square	brackets	indicate	the	sets	in	their	normal	form;	the	numbering	should	not	be	confused	with	those	

of	members	of	sc(0257),	which	are	in	angle	brackets	and	not	in	normal	form.

Example 15
Annotated	score	of	vertical	and	horizontal	projections	of	members	of	sc(027)	in	phrases	1	and	3	
(mm.	1-6	and	mm.	11-15)	from	section	A	of	‘When	Daisies	Pied’;	(a)	phrase	1.

   = 92

Voice

Flute

Clarinet
(sounds as

written)

Viola

4

Set 4β [A , E , B ]

When

Set 3β [E , B , F]

Da

Set 5β [D , A , E ]

sies- pied, and Vio lets- blew

Set 5β [D , A , E ]

marcato{

pizz.

non 

arco

harm. come sopra

Set 3β [E , B , F]
Set 5β [D , A , E ]

And Cu ckow- buds- of

Set 4β [A , E , B ]

yel low- - - hew:
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unifying the two songs.25 Once again, with absence of functional tonality the sets still project 
fifth-related distances reminiscent of tonic-subdominant relationship – 4β as the ‘tonic’ and 
5β as the ‘subdominant.’ Example 19 shows these sets in the first phrase of ‘When Daisies Pied’.
In addition to its motivic role within the A section of the song, sc(0167) acts as an 
important transitional device in its overall structure. The chromatic oscillation between 
two pitches – the ‘stutter’ motive – is a gesture present in many of Stravinsky’s other 
works, including the first two songs from this song cycle.26 However, the projection of this 
motive as a tetrachordal member of sc(0167) is unique to ‘When Daisies Pied’. Further, in 
this song, each large section concludes with the ‘stutter’ motive (mm. 23.2-24 and 47.2-
48.2), which acts as a transition between the two sections (see Examples 20a and 20b).27 

25	 These	are	set	4β	<Ab ,	Eb ,	Bb >,	set	3β	<	Eb ,	Bb ,	F,	C>,	and	set	5β	<Db ,	Ab ,	Eb ,	Bb >.

26	 Straus,	Stravinsky’s Late Music,	86.	Also,	see	Gretchen	Horlacher,	Building Blocks: Repetition and Continuity in 

the Music of Stravinsky,	New	York:	Oxford	University	Press,	2011,	71-72.

27	 The	role	of	transitions	is	important	in	Stravinsky’s	compositional	oeuvre.	See	Straus,	Stravinsky’s Late Music,	

122.	Among	numerous	examples	of	transitions,	Straus	uses	the	first	of	Three Shakespeare Songs	–	‘Musick	

Example 15 (continued)
Annotated	score	of	vertical	and	horizontal	projections	of	members	of	sc(027)	in	phrases	1	and	3	
(mm.	1-6	and	mm.	11-15)	from	section	A	of	‘When	Daisies	Pied’;	(b)	phrase	3.

11

Voice

Flute

Clarinet
(sounds as

written)

Viola

14

Cu

Set 4β [A , E , B ]

ckow-

Set 5β [D , A , E ]

then on e ve- rie- tree Mockes mar ried- men;

for thus sings he, Cu ckow.-

 

Set 3β [E , B , F]
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In short, Stravinsky’s songs ‘Full Fadom Five’ and ‘When Daisies Pied’ repeatedly utilize 
motives drawn from different groupings of pitches along the circle of fifths. Stravinsky’s 
compositional approach suggests an elaboration on his neoclassical style by the 

to	 heare’	 –	 to	 show	 transpositions	 of	 a	 single	 interval	 of	 a	 perfect	 fifth	 that	 helps	 shape	 the	 large-scale	

organization	of	the	work.

Example 16 
Members	of	sc(027)	on	the	circle	of	fifths,	the	introduction	of	‘Full	Fadom	Five’.	

Example 17 
Annotated	score	of	vertical	and	horizontal	projections	of	members	of	sc(027)	in	the	introduction	
of	‘Full	Fadom	Five’.	

=112

Voice

Flute

Clarinet
(sounds as

written)

Viola

Set 2β <B , F, C>

Full fa

Set 5β <D , A , E >

dom- five thy Fa

Set 5α <C , G , D >

ther- lies,

p

sf fp

fp fp sim.

Set 3β <E , B , F> Set 4β <A , E , B >
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Example 18 
Members	of	sc(0167)	on	the	circle	of	fifths	as	six	distinct	tetrachords	0	through	5β.

Example 20 
The	‘stutter’	motive	in	‘When	Daisies	Pied’.

(a)	transition	1	(mm.	23.2-24).	

(b)	transition	2	(mm.	47.2-48).

eare.

 

Set 4β [A , A, D, E ]
 

 

 

to a mar ried eare.

 

Set 4β [A , A, D, E ]
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elimination of triadic harmony but the retention of the fifths relations traditional in tonal 
theory. The recurrence of sets drawn from the circle of fifths – in particular, sc(0257) and 
sc(0167) – lends the cycle as a whole an attractive sense of motivic unity and cohesiveness.

Example 19
Projections	of	sc(0167)	in	the	first	phrase,	section	A,	from	‘When	Daisies	Pied’.

   = 92

Voice

Flute

Clarinet
(sounds as

written)

Viola

4

8

When Da sies- pied,

Set 4β [A , A, D, E ]

and Vio lets- blew

marcato{

pizz.

non 

arco

harm. come sopra

And Cu ckow- buds- of yel low- - hew:

Set 5β [D , D, G, A ]

And La die- -

smockes all sil ver-

Set 4β [A , A, D, E ]

white, Do paint the Me dowes- with de light.- The
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Conclusion
As I have shown, the circle of fifths remains an important compositional tool for Russian 
twentieth-century composers. While Roslavets uses the circle of fifths in a more traditional 
way (i.e., non-functional diatonic collections related to one another on the circle of fifths), 
Stravinsky extracts his fifth-related motives along the circle of fifths. Although we have 
evidence (from Roslavets’s 1927 lecture) that Roslavets found fifth relations important 
in his non-tonal works, it is more difficult to speculate whether or not Stravinsky was 
aware of Roslavets’s lecture or Ogolevets’s work. However, it is important to note that the 
lecture series at which Roslavets discussed his compositional method was named after 
Stravinsky.28 At that time, busy with Oedipus Rex performances, it is difficult to imagine 
that Stravinsky would have kept up with the events at the Moscow Conservatory.29 
However, what remains important is the persistent use of the interval of the perfect fifth 
in both Roslavets’s and Stravinsky’s works: the circle of fifths serves as a compositional 
building block that identifies an unmistakable staple in each of these composer’s music.30 
Revisiting the circle of fifths and finding its wider applications in the non-tonal music of 
these Russian composers help us reexamine and reevaluate the twentieth-century non-
tonal Russian repertoire in a new light.

28	 Roslavets,	‘Novaia	sistema’.	

29	 See	 Stephen	 Walsh,	 ‘Igor	 Stravinsky:	 Return	 to	 the	 Theatre	 1925-1934’,	 Grove Music Online,	 accessed	 20	

December	2012.

30	 See	Straus,	‘Harmony	and	Voice	Leading’.
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